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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental task for Psychology is to define what con-
stitutes the stimulus for behavior (80,35,32). This involves 
specifying the conditions which leaves the response invariant. 
In visue.l oerception the most successful approach to this prob-
lem has been made by psychophysics which attemots to relate 
physically measurable attributes of stimuli to changes in re-
sponse. 
Visual discrimination involves essentially two different 
kinds of resoonses to the same stimulus condition. The first is 
the least complex discrimination: the res~jonse is a statement 
concerning the presence or absence of a change in stimulus con-
ditions. The second response concerns identification of the 
class properties of the stimulus and is a more complex event, 
1n that the past experience of the observer must be utilized 
to enable him to assign the stimulus to an appropriate category. 
Up to the recent past it was customary to investigate single 
isolated attributes of the stimulus, on the assumption that 
these yielded sensatl.ons which were definitive for oerceotion, 
Now the relationshiP between sensation and oerception does not 
apoear as well defined. The investigation of descriptive stim-
ulus categories such as brightness, position, extent, color, 
contrast, etc., must be related to such problems as form dis-
crimination, for example, and ultimately to the perception of 
meaning and symbols, "hich makes oossible the prediction and 
.control of behavior in comolex environments, 
The concept of the stimulus as a signal to be detected 
and identified, provides a framework to examine orevious ex-
perimental and theoretical considerations against, and alRo 
for the organization of future experimental work. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Visual responses are discriminations of luminous intensity 
changes in the visual worlq. These sensory discriminations are 
basic for detecting the presence of objects and also for their 
identification. In the following, the theoretical and experi-
mental literature for d.etection and for recognition '~ill be 
separately discussed. 
Factors Affecting Visual Signal Detection 
When intensity of the signal is held constant, three main 
stimulus parameters affect the detection of that signal. These 
are: (a) area of the stimulus, (b) temporal exposure, and (c) 
definition of the edge (contour) which delineates the stimulus 
from the remainder of the visual world. 
(a) Areal Summation: Aubert (3) was one of the first experi-
menters to relate area of the stimulus to changes in the re-
sponse to luminous intensity. Ricco (4) proposed that the 
areal effect was a simple linear summation over the extent of 
the fovea, and Piper (4) expressed the same relationship as 
holding over 10° of arc in the periohery of the retina. The 
relationship, 
A X I,. C, 
was advanced to describe this summation effect. Now, it is 
felt that this holds well over only the first 10 1 of visual 
angle for the fovea, and even this region appears in doubt. 
Wald (84) proposed that the response corresponds to the 
- .-, 
'-' 
stimulation of a constant number of elements ann advanced, 
Akxi:::C, 
where k is an emperical constant based on the size of the ret-
inal field, as a better fit, than, 
Ax I: C. 
However, Otero et al (69) recently advanced, 
Kxs*::c, 
where K is a constant depenning on the background illumination, 
and 8 is the slope of a line drawn through the threshold points 
which result as area changes, as nescriptive of areal threshold 
change over the first 20 1 of arc for the fovea. 
Graham, Brown and Mote (36) presented a theory to account 
for the excitatory effect of areal summation which takes account 
pf the Styles-crawford effect (the distortion of light passing 
through a pupil). They found that no simole function such as 
Wald 1 s fit their data and that they had to have a separate set 
of emperical constants for the fovea as well as for the peri-
phery. 
Kristopherson (60) has expanded Graham's et al theory to 
account for area-shape effects and has demonstrated that changes 
in detection threshold follow as predicted, except when very 
long targets or targets forming right angle crosses were used. 
This is in agreement with Langstroth et al (63) who found no 
detectable difference in the orobability of detection for square, 
rectangular, triangular and circular targets of equal area. 
Crozier (16) has demonstrated that summation is not twice 
as great for two eyes but takes a:1 interme<Uate :etel. He states: 
For simultaneous excitation of the two eyes (when of 
very near equivalent excitation)A~ is less than for 
stimulation of each eye alone, at all levels of I, 
A, and~. These facts are consistent with the view 
that the properties of A I are quantitatively deter-
mined by events central to the retina. p. 139. 
Perinne (70), however, argued against summation, for he 
found by doubling the brightness of a flash in one eye the 
frequency of seeing was raised from an average of 38 to 86 per-
cent, whereas, the binocular frequency for the initial bright-
ness was only 56 percent. He concluded that the possible 
amount of partial summation, which cannot be ruled out due to 
errors of measurement, must be small in degree. 
The size of the retinal element has been considered as 
the limiting anatomical parameter by the theorists who consid-
er retinal geometry as an explanation of brightness discrimi-
nation. They believe a cone or a row of cones must re excited, 
when comoared to a neighboring cone or row of cones, to pro-
duce a sensation; but Wald claims the discrimination r:L a point 
or line against a background depends only upon its brightness 
and that there is no theoretical or emperical limit to the 
size of the object, provided it is bright enough. Hecht and 
Mintz (46) have shown that fine wires can be discriminated 
even when they subtend only 0.5", which is 1/60 th of a cone 
diameter approximately. This effect has been demonstrated for 
vernier adjustments as well. 
(b) Temporal Spmma.tlon: Parallel with the area studies has 
been the investigation of the effect of the temporal span of 
the stimulus. The Bunsen-Roscoe law states that small areas 
and brief flashes are receprocally related. The relationsh~ 
I x T = C, 
holds only for short durations (approximately 50 msec.) though. 
This point is termed critical duration, beyond which the 
threshold response depends on I alone. Hartline {43) record-
ing from a single retinal cell of Limulus {horseshoe crab) 
demonstrated that below a certain critical duration the inten-
sity, (I x t) necessary to produce a constant frequency of 
impulses is constant. Beyond this critical duration, intens-
ity alone was effective. 
Graham ann Kemp {37) investigated to I/I with exposures 
from 2-500 msec. duration. AI/I values of constant intens-
ity were highest for the shortest duration up to the limits 
of critical exposure time. At durations longer than CD, A I/I 
remained constant. They state the Bunsen-F~scoe law holds for 
the effect due to a I, as indicated by t. I x t remaining con-
stant for any value of the relationship between intensity, I. 
Graham and Margaria {38) investigated the oeriohery of 
the retina to determine the absolute threshold of the area-
time relationship, with test fields from 2-180 1 of arc, and 
found an approximately reciprocal relationship between inten-
sity ann time of exposure. This held precisely for values 
below 0.1 sec. Moreover, the data approached a form which 
has been described for Limulus (43). It was also demonstrated 
with Limulus that intensity, not time was the more imoortant 
parameter, for when very brief flashes were presenten at high 
intensity levels, the output from the cell maintained a con-
stant high amplitude of discharge for nearly 60 sec. 
Holway and Hurvich (51) investigated differential sens-
itivity and the size of the retinal image for several levels 
of illumination. They found that I/d I varied directly with 
the size of the retinal image and inversely with illumination. 
They proposed that differential sensitivity varies directly 
with the total excitation potentially available for the die-
crimination of a just noticeable difference in brightness. 
Hecht (45) attempted to determine the absolute limit of 
the intensity discrimination and believed that a response 
would be elicited if only 5-14 quanta of light were present 
in close proximity. He maintained that the absolute limit is 
determined by the corpuscular nature of radiant energy. Fur-
thermore, this effect should hold for differential thresholds 
also. To explain this phenomena, he proposed a theory of a 
photochemical process which produced a stable state at the 
retina, involving primarily three things: (1.) a sensitive 
substance which absorbs light and is changed by it into one 
or more active products, (2.) necessity of maintaining a sup-
ply of (1.) (by hie primary light and dark reactions) and (3.) 
the active products of the primary light reaction must do 
something which results in an impulse from the receptor cell. 
Under continuous illumination the photoreceptor system reaches 
a stationary state, in which the opposing rates become equal. 
However, in attempting to use this theory, the additional 
facts from the on/off mechanism must be considered. The ev-
idence seems to point to some kind of edge discrimination 
mechanism as the activator of the post retinal neural trans-
mission system. 
(c) Edge Effects: Weymouth et all (89) proposed that as the 
eye scans a line or similar object, a bell-shaped gradient of 
excitation will be established on the retina. A threshold 
gradient changed the "local sign" (cf Hering) and a sensation 
~'as reoorted. Adler and Fleigelman (1) carefully recorded 
eye movements photographically and found that the eye is con-
stantly in motion, sweeping a band varying from 2-30 sees of 
arc, 10-100 times per sec. The movements are characterized as 
a rapid fluctuation over the short range, with slow drifts 
over the wider range. They proposed that these movements could 
be the limiting factor in visual acuity. 
Marshall and Talbot (55) used this concept of physiologi-
cal nystagmus to construct a theory which shifted the explana-
tion of brightness discrimination from a static condition of 
retinal geometry and photochemistry to dynamic neural mechanisms 
across the total visual mechanism. Their main argument is that 
neural impulse frequencies are temporally dispersed, and that 
brightness discrimination is largely a cortical event. As a 
result of nystagmic scanning, 
The neural 0image" plays continuously over the pro-
jection area at every synaptic level, building gra-
dients and peaks of activation at every edge and line. 
This is inherent in a oartially shifted reciprocal 
overlap and refines the mosiac in proportion to 
the steeper gradients and peaks produced, as sand 
forms sharper peaks than bricks. The slopes and 
amplitudes, however, are further modified-- by dynam-
ic mechanisms; first the relation of this image-
flutter to the neural recovery cycle, ann second 
the relation of the intensity distribution to the 
recovery cycle. For near an edge the light intens-
ity falls off and with it the impulse frequency 
pattern transmitted. Both factors cause neural am-
plification for impulses within the facilitation 
period, and neural subnormality for longer periods. 
For both reasons, propagated activity at an edge is 
peaked at the bright side and deoressed at the dim 
side, while gradient is enhanced. p. 139. 
Byram (11,12) has attempted to resolve the difficulty 
which retinal motion imposes on the areal summation problem. 
He cites the Marshall and Talbot concept of cortical grain, 
as being much finer than the grain of the retina, to which 
they attribute certain accomplishments of the visual system, 
such as the perception of the vernier offset, to the fine-
ness of this grain and the operation of certain neural mech-
anisms. He states: 
This would mean that the cortical image and the 
test object would have in common certain energy 
differentials which would be lacking in the re~­
nal and photochemical images. In view of the 
physical concept of entropy, it is hard to see 
how the energy in the cortical image could be in 
a more highly organizen stete, with resoect to the 
test object, than the energy in the retinal image. p. 737. 
Byram feels this can be resolven if we assume that vis-
ual resolving povrer is determined by the energy rate discrim-
ination instead of retinal illumination discrimination. This 
makes it possible to explain most of the data of visual acuity 
except areal threshold phenomena. The effect of area on the 
absolute and differential thresholds cannot be explained if 
visual stimulation is nonfluctuating, unless neural interac-
tion is invoked. However, the effect can be explained if the 
number of light quanta actually utilized by the receptors 
fluctuate about a mean value. 
Riggs, Ratliff et al (72,73,74) attemoted to determine 
the role of physiological nystagmus to visual acuity. Their 
measurements were quite similar to those of Adler and Fleig-
elman. In addition, large slow "'aves and slo"' drifts of fix-
ation were observed. They found fixation limited to about 
one second. They also found that acuity measurements did not 
correspond consistently to the nystagmic movement. Then a 
second experiment, designed to counterbalance eyemovements, 
was performed. It was demonstrated that for long exposures, 
a fine line appears bright and clear but soon fades and dis-
aopears. Heavy lines seldom disappeared and when nystagmic 
movement is doubled, the fine lines seldom dissaooear. It was 
concluded that vision is impaired when retinal motion is im-
oeded, and that the rate of dissaopearance of a target is re-
lated to its angular midth. In addition, for exposures of 
short duration (0.10 sec.) visual discrimination is poorer 
under conditions of normal or exaggerated movement than when 
the eye motions are counterbalanced. Nystagmic movement be-
low 10 msec. extends over only 5 11 of arc which apoears to 
negate the concept of eye motion as full explanation for 
brightness discrimination across an edge. 
Jones and Higgins (52) have used the Marshall and Talbot 
theory to account for the perception of physical rate of 
change across edges in photographic systems. They believed 
that the high correlation they obtained between the subjec-
tive resoonse of sharoness of image detail ann the physical 
measure of this rate of change, to be due to enhanced acuity 
as a result of nystagmic scanning. Yet they state that: 
data 
The dynamic concept does not force discarding of 
static notion of receotor size: as elements of the 
retinal image will determine the time rate of drumge 
of the illumination incinent on the receptors which, 
as much evidence indicates, is an imoortant determi-
nant of the magnitude of the retinal response evoked 
by a stimulus. p. 227. 
Lamar et al (62) investigated edge effects and present 
that support an edge discrimination concept rather than 
an areal concept per se. They held area constant for small 
rectangles and fo,md that the brightness threshold decreased 
as a function of increase in perimeter. They introduced a 
concept of "useful area 11 , a small ribbon of area around 
border of a target, to account for this phenomena. The 
threshold is defined as follows, 
ll I/I = C Pk/UA 
the 
For small targets, length or width of less than 2 1 , a change 
in either dimension makes no change in the total flux required 
for detection. Beyond this, to about 100 square minutes, the 
change in threshold aopears to follow the change 1n useful 
area. They conclude that, 
... the concept of useful flux indicates that the 
critical sensory events in brightness discrimina-
tion takes place in the narrow ribbon around the 
image of the target which is comorised by the ret-
inal brightness gradient produced by diffraction 
(l-2' in width). Since foveal cones are about 0.5 1 
in diameter, the gradient ~idth covers about 3-4 
cones. It is to the behavior of those cones that 
we must look for an understanding of brightness 
discrimination. p. 543. 
Nachman (68) recently tested this useful area cone~ and 
found that it predicted his dat~ where area was held constant 
and the useful area varied, ann also where h•o targets were 
presented, uo to a limit at 100 square minutes where the 
threshold remainen constant for further increase in usefularea. 
Brown and Niven (10) investigated the relation of foveal 
intensity threshold and length of an illuminated slit, by va-
rying the length of two slits, 0.65 ann. 0.13 1 of arc in width 
(the latter is narrower than a cone diameterl They f01md the 
threshold decreased as the slit length increased. Decrease in 
winth bepond a critical width increases the threshold uni-
formly, irrespective of length of slit. Fry (27), also in-
vestigated the relationship of the length of a border to its 
visibility. By varying the length-width ratio, he demon-
strated that the length of the longest side of a rectangle is 
more important than the total area. He concluded that the 
width of a narrov· bar affects the threshold only in relation 
to the blurredness of the optical image on the retina. He also 
investigated the effect of borner confi~~ration on brightness 
contrast visibility, (28). Varying the angle between segments 
of a sawtooth pattern, decreased threshold as the angle be-
tween segments increased. LeGrand (64) placed dark banns of 
"1 ., 
- _f _t 
varying widths between two test fields of differEnt brightnesses 
and found that error of photometric measurement increased as 
the width of the band increased. 
Middleton (66) introduced a diffraction blur ooticalllf be-
tween a bipartite field differing slightly in brightness, and 
found that the threshold stayed at 0.02 until the blur reached 
5 1 of arc, then more light had to be added to the brighter 
side for the subJect to report the two fields as different. 
Kruithof and Zijl (61) presented a 3.1° circular test ob-
j ect against turo different background brightness levels. They 
introduced six blur increments from 0 to 36 1 of arc and found 
that: 
It appeared that when the daytime organs of sight are 
used, contrast sensitivity is not reduced by a bl~d 
contour until the width of the area of confusion has 
grown to an angle of ahout ? 1 , •.qhere it rapidly de-
clines to about 2/3 of its ori¥inal value at an arc of 
confusion having a width of 12 after which it re-
mained constant. p. 339. 
It is aoparent from the examination of the literature that 
the role of contour attenuation and shape of stimulus on visual 
signal detection is not well defined and is in need of further 
exoerimental elaboration. 
Factors Affecting Visual Signal Recognition 
Theoretlcal Backiround• Identification of the visual signal 
involves assigning to the signal a descriptive category whDh 
relates to the shape or form of the stimulus. 
Since Herring and Helmholt~psychologists concerned with 
form perception, have tended to maintain themselves in two 
separate theoretical camps: The role of the past-experience 
versus the role of the innate properties of the stimulated 
organism as prime determinative of form perception. The former 
group was identified with associationistic theory, the latter 
with Gestalt psychology. Needless to say, the distinction is 
still current in contemporary studies of form perception. 
The precursor to Gestalt psychology occurred when von 
Ehrenfels raised the problem that the summated effect of the 
individual elements comorising the perception was not the 
same as the combination before the breakdown. He cited the 
cle.ssical example of how the notes of a melody can be trans-
posed anil. you will still recognize the melody. The idea of 
form-quality goes back to 1885 to Mach's The Analysis of Sen-
sations. His content ion was that sen sat ions constitute the 
basis of all scienc~ both physical anil. psychophysical. Sensa-
tions had both space and time-form. Spatial pattern~ like fig-
ures and temporal patterns such as melodies,were considered as 
sensations which are independent of any particular quality 
such as color or pitch. This conception von Ehrenfels devel-
oped into the conceot of form-qualities or Gestaltqualitaten 
which had properties independent of basic sensations. The 
Graz school then took up the problem, considering form an el-
ement, but one that is not a sensation. This element was 
constructed from simpler elements by intellectual synthesis. 
This view differen_ from Wunritian elementalism where elements 
were not recognized as prorl_uced by mental acts. Gestalt pay-
chology agTeed with a continuity view like James, but was 
holistic. Several principles were advanced, to account for 
organization of behavior. Wertheimer, introduced the first, 
called the Law of Pragnanz: psychological organization will 
al~ays be as good as the prevailing conditions permit. The 
simplist condition is defined as a completely homogeneous 
stimulus distribution. However, Koffka (56) said ~e should 
regard behavior, not as comoosed of responses, but as gov-
erned by a field of interacting forces organized into defi-
nite, though changing patterns. The dynamic field is a molar 
affair in the same sense as behavior is molar. This field is 
organized by the laws of proximity, similarity, continuity 
and closed figure. Organismic factors which interact with the 
field are familiarity and set. Finally, the laws of Pragnanz 
and good figure are the result of combination of field and 
organismic factors. The figure depends uoon the ground on 
which it appears--the ground serves as a framework in which 
the figure is suspended. However, a contour bounding a fig-
ure acts inward toward the center of the figure, not outward 
on the ground, because this is the more stable organization. 
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These field processes are 11 isomorphic 11 with the corresponding 
brain processes. That is, the two sets of processes stand in 
a one-to-one relationship with each other. 
More recently, Culbertson (17) has advanced a mathemati-
cal model for optic nerve conduction to explain form discrim-
ination. The task of the model is to handle the reduction 
from the number of sensory elements to the number of nerve 
fibers in the optic tract to provide a means for different 
"patterns 11 to be conveyed to the central nervous system. Such 
behavioral problems as size constancy are overlooked, and it 
appears that this model is of limited value for predicting 
the data of form discrimination. 
Gibson (34) considers form discrimination from the stand-
point of the problem of knowledge. He points out that form 
has many meanings; that shape, figure structure, pattern, or-
der, arrangement, configuration, plan, outline, and contours 
are similar terms without distinct meanings. A definition of 
what is pereived is necessary before the problem of how men 
and lower organisms perceive form can be solved. Previous ex-
periments were criticized on the ground that they used lines 
to represent forms, when they are abstract concepts of forms. 
He proposed that there are three general meanings of the term 
form (dealing only with those associated with or derived from 
physical objects): (1) the substantial shape of an object in 
three dimensions, (2) the orojection of the object on a flat 
surface, and (3) the abstract geometrical form composed of 
imaginary lines, planes, or families of them. 
Outline-form stands for something to the observer. To 
~emonstrate this, Gibson presented ten subjects with simole 
outlines on car~s, and reports that: 
At no 
black 
face. 
other 
ures, 
time did any observer describe anything like 
deposits or marks or traces on a white sur-
All the terms and phrases used fell into three 
classes: lines and angles, geometrical fig-
and solid objects wi-Gh physical surfaces. 
He concludes that the primary task of the psychologist is, 
"to isolate the invarient properties in visual stimulation 
which are in psychophysical correspon~ence with constant phe-
nomenal objects. 11 
Experimental Studies on the Role of Form: The effects of 
simple geometric forms have been studied in the periohery of 
the retina by Kleitman and Blier (54), Collier (15), Munn 
and Geil (67) and Whitmer (90). In general, the triangle was 
the easiest form to discriminate, with the circle performing 
next to the end of the series. The vertical quadrant gave 
fewer correct responses than the others. 
Helson an~ Fehrer (47) examined the central retina to 
determine if form affects the threshold for recogdtion. They 
used ascending series of the method of limits as method, in 
an attempt to prevent knowledge of the stimulus from biasing 
the results. The rectangle had the greatest efficiency, with 
the cirole in fourth position. They conclude that their ~ata 
did not suoport the Gestalt concept of good form, but that ..• 
"form perception is the result of mechanisms at a higher level 
of integration than those responsible for the perception of 
formless light. 11 They also did not find support for the as-
sertion that form, as such, is present at the lowest levels 
of perception, or that every perception must be of the figure-
ground type. 
Wilcox (91) next did an experiment, whose purpose was to 
show th~t threshold stimuli have a definite perceptual form, 
which is circular regardless of the actual shape used as 
stimuli. He exposed a square, rectangle, triangle, L-shaped 
figure, semicircle, and an irregular figure with increasing 
illumination until the figures were just noticeable, and con-
cluded from his data that threshold stimuli have a definite 
perceptual form, and this is circular regardless of the ob-
jective shape of the stimuli. 
Sleight (78) investigated the relative discriminability 
of several geometric forms using sorting time as the index of 
performance. The sorting time for the first figure, swastika, 
was ten times faster than for the last, the star. Also a 
high positive correlation was found between the sorting rank 
and the Ss ordering of the selection of items according to 
their " attention-getting" value. Casperson (13) used a sim-
ilar technique and found the square best for his study. 
Hanes (41) used a paired comparison technique, where the 
variable was increased to match a standard brightness level, 
ano found that the triangle needed less light to match the 
circle and the square. Cheatham (14) used latency of response 
as a function of illumination as an index of perceptibility of 
form. He advanced the hypothesis that fi~Jree with angular 
convolutions would be easier and thus quicker to see, as a 
function of the number of angles. Hie results did not support 
this and it was rejected. The square had the lowest thresh-
old in his study. 
Recently, several experiments have been done by Hochberg 
et al (49), Bitterman et al (7) and Krauskopf et al (59) in 
an attempt to demonstrate that the visual threshold for form 
follows the Gestalt concept of 11 simplicity 11 • In the first 
experiment (49) a circle, square and erose of equal area were 
projected on a screen in a dark room. The intensity was in-
creased until the figure was identified. They found that the 
intensity threshold for the three figures followed the Ges-
talt principle of simplicity and compactness, which is defined 
in terms of minimum perimeter to area ratio for 11 bestn figure. 
The threshold of the circle was significantly lovrer than that 
of the square and cross. In another experiment (50), 11 figural 
goodness" is defined in terms of the least amount of infor-
mation needed to specify a given organization, as compared to 
other alternatives. This minimal amount will define the low-
est threshold. Using Kopfermann cubes as stimuli, they main-
tain that the resulting responses are not inconsistent with 
the working hypothesis that the probability of a given per~ 
ceptual response to a stimuli is an inverse function of the 
amount of information required to define that pattern. 
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Bitterman et al (?) have proposed a diffusion model de-
rived Kohler and Wallach (58) theory of figural after-effects, 
to account for the perception of form. The retinal oattern 
is translated into a field of excitation at the cortical lev-
el. The neural fibers a.re assumed to free chemical substances 
at their termination ooints, the rate of this secretion being 
proportional to the frequency of impulses from these fibers. 
These are held to establish the cortical figural currents 
which determine oerception. Since the cortical field is sup-
posed to be isomorphic with the geographical field, a circle 
is held to generate a circular field of activity in the cor-
tex, where the diffusion rate is equal in all directions from 
the contour representation. They hyoothesized that different 
figures would have different diffusion rates depending upon 
their comolexity (operationally defined in terms of increas-
ing perimeter to area ratio). To test this hyoothesis, they 
presented a circle, square, diamond, L-shaoed figure, cross, 
T and H-shaped figures to 24 Ss. They used only one trial 
per figure in this study to eliminate orevious experience 
with the stimuli. The illumination was increased until the 
S could identify the figure. Their results followed the 
simplicity concept, in that the circle was perceived first 
and the response ranking for all figures correlated at 0.?8 
with the physical ranking. However, these results should 
only be considered as pilot data and not definitive for the 
general problem of recognition. 
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Krauskopf et al (59) performed a further experiment in 
an attempt eliminate the sampling problem in the previous ex-
periment. The stimuli were the same as in the first study, 
except that the arm length of the cross and L were manipulated 
as well. Temporal as well as brightness thresholds for rec-
ognition were determined. They found that the thresholds 
followed the increase in perimeter to area ratio as before, 
except for the croas and the L. To explain the increase in 
threshold for those figures they introduced a concept of 
critical detail. This states that each arm must have a cer-
tain dimension before the response would be similar to those 
of the other figures. They maintained that their concept of 
diffusion would still predict the effect of critical detail 
for local diffusion would obscure these parts at a faster rat~ 
They conclude that the problem of knowledge of form may mask 
real <Uff erenc es in form thresholds. In one of the early ex-
periments, Fehrer (23) studied the learning of visually per-
ceived forms to determine whether the forms easiest to learn 
are the simple, closed, symmetrical ones, and whether per-
ception consists of the gradual differentiation of an orig-
inally simple impression. She concluded from this study 
that figures are learned in accordance with configuration 
theory, such that the simplist forms; circles, triangles, 
rectangles, symmetrical figures and figures comnosed of few 
parts are the easiest to learn. 
In a related study, Braly (8) exposed simple forms with 
a tachistoscope, which were followed by a series in which 
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some new figures as well as test figures were presented. The 
Ss reproduced the figures by drawing. The impression figure 
affected the reports on subsequent test series by increasing 
the number of times the impression figure was used in place of 
the test figure, and also increased the number of times the 
test figures were seen correctly. In this study the square 
was most readily seen, the triangle next, and then the pent-
agon. 
Dj ang ( 20) studied me.sked forms by giving prior experi-
ence on figures and then embedding them in a complex figure. 
She found that E group saw the embedded figures 20 times more 
often than the C group. The figures differed among themselves 
in frequency of recall. A search attitude did not appear to 
be a decisive factor. 
Vinacke (81) studied the discrimination of color and form 
at illuminations below conscious awareness with yellow, green 
and red circles and triangles. The Ss were instructed to give 
a positive response and rate this as to certainty. The re-
sults indicate that guessed judgments below threshold are no 
more accurate than chance would allow. Of the eight condi-
tions, only color, when presented as a single variable, ap-
peared to increase accuracy beyond chance. The remaining 
combinations yielded results within chance limits. However, 
Kin et al (53) found that when an illuminated circle, square, 
and triangle were projected on a screen and the screen ill-
umination raised until the target was no longer visible, that 
the Ss would guess the form correctly beyond chance. The 
triangle ~as called correctly most often, whether presented 
alone or with the t '"0 other figures. The response frequency 
during control trials followed chance expectancy anri the Ss 
reported no indication of success, for they believed that 
they were no more accurate than chance. 
Freeman (26) studied the integral operation in the per-
ception of objects with familiar forms presented in four 
positions. He foun<l. three levels of nevelopment: (1) the 
level of preperceptive, (2) level of perceptive particular-
ity, and (3) level of perceptive familiarity. He susgested 
that part or the figure becomes 11 focal 11 , while total figure 
serves as background. 
Gibson (32) investigated the reproduction of forms, using 
seven curved and seven straight figures, which were ex~osed 
for 1.5 sec. and then again later for 2 sec. He observed that 
the stimuli were changeri to familiar objects. The effects for 
one figure interacted with the effects for another. Gaps 
tended to become closed and curven lines were reproduced as 
straight more often than the reverse. 
Recognition as a Function of Edge Discrimination: Rubin (92) 
made the classical investigations on the effect of the contour 
on the oerceotion of a figure. He concluded that, (1) the 
figure possesses a contour which the ground lacks, (2) the 
figure portion has the character of an object or thing, and 
(3) the ground appears to be continuous, extending somehow 
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behind the figure. Wever (85) amplified Rubin's oosition as 
follows: After the contrast ratio reaches a certain value, a 
region of separation becomes apparent, extending over an area. 
It is grey in quality (for black and white), marking off one 
field from another, In the early stages of the oerception, 
this separation is not abruot, for fuzzy contours appear and 
then definite boundaries. Shape occurs before contour is 
completely formed a gradual transition is sufficient to 
outline the shape of the figure. 
Werner (86) found that the contour of one figure could 
inhibit the perception of another. A small annulus was pre-
sented and then followed immediately afterwards by a disk, 
whose inner border was the same as the inner border of the 
annulus, in rapid succession and found that the disk would 
not be seen. Reversing the sequence, caused only the disk to 
be seen. When the disk was succeeded by a half ring instead 
of the full ring, the part of the disk which fits into the 
half ring will be absorbed. On the other hand, the semi-disk 
which has not fitted into the ring will appear increasingly 
dark from the inside out towards its enframed edge. In an-
other study (87), where the disk was presented strobostereo-
scopically to one eye and the ring to the other, the disk 
still disappeared. If the order is reversed so that the ring 
appears first, the disk does not disappear. The disaooearance 
of the disk,when succeeded by the ring, can be observed whether 
both figures are seen binocularly, or if one figure is prese~ 
to the right eye and the other to the left eye. From this 
phenomena, he concluded that higher neural centers are in-
volved, for the observer could enhance or reduce the effect 
intentionally. 
Seward (??) investigated the effect of practice on per-
ception of indistinct forms exposed through a ground glass 
window for 1.5 sec. The stimuli were numbers and letters. He 
found that the number of letters correctly reported after the 
practice session increased with further practice. Variability 
of response per trial session increased, but the variability 
of responses to a given stimulus decreased. Gerathewohl and 
Haber (30) oerformed a similar experiment with aircraft in-
signia. They presented twelve patterns behind a ground glass 
screen simulating haze conditione. The objects were moved to-
ward the Se until they were recognized. They found, 11 that 
such factors as origine.lity, symbol strength, and esthetic 
value, as well as form, influence recognizability." In an-
other study, Gerathewohl and Rubinstein (31) investigated 
circles, ellipses, squares, rectancles, triangles, and a trap-
ezoid on a simulated PPI scope on the assumption that stimuli 
below the recognition threshold appear round. They found that 
the triangle, trapezoid and circle had a higher frequency than 
chance, while the square, rectangle and ellipse fall below. 
Har·rison ann. Phoenix (42) studied the effect of size and 
degree of imperfection on the recognition of trianges and 
semi-circles. They found, for sizes between 25-159 1 of arc, 
that the number of correct resuonses increased as the object-
size ratio increased. 
As far as it is known there is no published literature 
on the effect of manipulating the edge-granient systematically 
on visual signal identifics.tion. 
CHAPTER III 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Detection of the Visual Signal: The literature innicatee that 
'''hile areal changes will be followed by systematic changes in 
brightness discrimination (within limite), the effect of shape 
on this function needs further elaboration. 
For small sizes, the response appears to be related to 
the amount of perimeter present, but becomes indeoenden of this 
as size increases, just as the response becomes innependent 
of area. 
There is also scattered evidence to the effect that as 
the edge-sradient is altered, the response to this change will 
also be altered. 
An additional problem that requires further study is the 
familiar versus non-familiar characteristics of the stimulus 
and its effect on detection. 
Recognition of the Visual Stimulus: No single geometric fig-
ure has been demonstrated as "best" in terms of lowest thresh-
old. In addition, considerations from Gestalt psychology do 
not prove adequate to predict form recognition consiRtently. 
The contour of the figure has been proposed as the "inform-
ation" or "cue" carrier, but no adequate manioulation of this 
gradient has been carried out. 
The effect of form familiarity again is not well defined. 
There has been no experimental demonstration that even simple 
forms behave the same across the limits of an homogeneous 
region such as the fovea. 
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Detection Versus Recognition: The relationship between prob-
ability of seeing an~ probability of recognition also needs 
experimental elaboration. There has been no a~equate attempt 
to ~etermine just how much brightness has to be a~ded to a 
detected stimulus in order to recognize it with any efficiency. 
Statement of the prob~: The purpose of this investigation 
was: (1) To determine the effects of measurable stimulus par-
ameters of object size, shape, ann edge-gradient change on 
detection and recognition within one exoerimental set-up; and 
(2) To determine whether recognition efficiency can be pre-
dicted from detection thresholds. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. SubJects: Two young adults, one male and one female 
served throughout the experiment. Both Sa had 20/20 acuity 
(Snellen) and no discernable astigmatism (Thomas astigmat 
test). The Ss were paid for their services at the rate of 
one dollar pe~ hour. 
B. Apparatus: A tachistoscope, modified to a transluminance 
system, as indicated schematically in figure 1., was used. 
The background (B) and stimulus ( t. B) 11 whi t e 11 light sources 
were in parallel circuit, preventing any change in ~B/B 
ratio with line voltage shift. The background (B) fielct was 
presented at a constant 3 millilamberts throughout the ex-
periment. Photo cell measurements indicated that this (B) 
field was homogeneous across its extent, within± 1 percent. 
The field illumination dropped slightly at the edge, but this 
region was beyond the view of the S. Color temperature 
change from the l5W tungsten lamps was below the perceptive 
level. The stimulus illumination, ~ B, was manipulated by 
inserting neu-:.ral density filters in the light path. Pupil-
lary accomodation was controlled by having the Ss view the 
stimuli through a 2 mm aperture (do~inant eye). Ambient il-
lumination in the exPerimental room was excluded by enclosing 
the Ss heatt and shoulders within a fra'lle covered by a pho-
tographer's hood. 
C. Stimuli: Five simple geometric figures and one irregular 
figure varying in their perimeter to area ratio were used. 
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These figures in or~er of increasing perimeter were: circle, 
irregular figure, square, triangle, cross and star. Holding 
area constant, the stimuli "'ere constructed by cutting the 
figures from black photographic paper. These cut-outs were 
then placed on a bright luminous screen and individually pho-
tographed on Super XX film, from a distance of 171 feet. Ex-
posure for each negative was six minutes. The photographic 
negatives were developed to a gamma of approximately one. Dif-
ferent edge-gradients were obtained by placing various small 
apertures in front of the camera lens. This introduced a dif-
fraction gradient across the edge of the figures ranging from 
a very sharp edge to a blur obscuring most of the contour of 
the figure. The maximum sharp gradient approached a slope of 
infinity, while the minimum was sigmoid-shaPed and approached 
a slooe of unity. The three stimulus size ranges were con-
structed by enlarging and printing on contrast plates. The 
enlargement process altered the gradient slightly between each 
size range by decreasing the slope by a small increment so 
that the change between each size range was relative rather 
than absolute. The essential features of the stimuli are 
characterized in figure 2, however, to achieve this figure 
several intervening photographic processes occurred ,vhich al-
tered the appearance of the original stimuli somewhat. The 
angular subtense of the figures are indicated in Table I. 
The slope of the gradients and extent (95%) of region of 
change are indicated in Table II. 
.t'it,;;u!'e 2 . Stimulus figures ( n ot to scale ) . 
TABLE I 
Angular Sub't.ense of the Stimuli in Minutes of Arc 
Irreg. 
Size Circle Fig. Square ·Triangle Cross Star 
I 10.0 15.3 9.0 13.2 12.0 17.1 
II 54.0 68.0 47.3 72.0 62.0 90.0 
III 102.0 146.0 91.0 127.0 117 .o 169.0 
TABLE II 
The Rate of Change and Width of the Eiige Gradients 
in Minutes of Arc 
Size Edge I Edge II Eiige III 
Slooe 62.00 32.60 11.00 
I 
Width 0.56 1 0.93 1 3.40 1 
Slope 20.90 6.20 1.40 
II 
Width 2. 24 1 5.06' 17.90 1 
Slope 9.60 3.80 0.98 
III 
Width 3.08' 6.73 1 20.16 1 
D. Instructions to the Ss: The S was brought into the exper-
imental room and given the following instructions. 
In this exoeriment we are concerned with the nrob-
lem of how peonle discriminate different forme 
visually. Please sit dovm in this chair and look 
through this eyepiece (E adjusted chin and fore-
head rest until S was comfortable). You are to fix-
ate on an imaginary center between the four dots. 
I will present several figures to you, which will 
appear inside the dots. I will give you a ready 
signal and then present the figure immediately. 
Your task is to tell me what you see. For example, 
on some of the trials you will see nothing, on 
others, only a dim patch of light and you may not 
be able to recognize the figure, and on others, the 
figure will be easy to identify. I will give you 
several trials and then we will take a rest. If 
you become tired, please say so and you ce~ have a 
rest. I need your interest and cooperation to ob-
tain reliable data. Remember, your first response 
is to tell me if you see anything or not, and then 
to identify the figure. Please do not try to guess 
the figure, but just tell me what it looks like to 
you. Are there any questions? 
E. Method: The exoerimental design was a modified method of 
single stimuli, in that the combinations of shape, size and 
edge-gradient were set up in five lists of 54 items each. 
These lists were arranged by drawing from the table of ran-
dom numbers without replacement. The contrast condition for 
each trial was adde<'i by drawing the five increments on chits 
until all five values were assigned to the lists. This ran-
domization process was done to minimize the problem of ee-
quential dependency whichhae recently become a theoretical 
and experimental concern (66,76,82). The Ss were presented 
seven lists to acquaint them with the exoerimental task. The 
Ss were than run in daily li - 2 hr. sessions, with breaks at 
the end of each list, until 25 replications for each stimulus 
condition were obtained (total responses recorded per S: 6750). 
The S began each experimental session with normal daylight a-
daptation. The targets were exposed for two seconds immedi-
ately after the ready signal, and then the resoonse recorded 
ann. a new triel made ready. Three to four lists were presented 
during regular morning sessions and during occasional after-
noon sessions. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Reliability of the MethoQ: The data were analyzed first to 
establish reliability of the method. This was established in 
two ways. In the first case, the detection and recognition 
resoonses for the first half of the exoeriment for each S were 
correlated with those of the second half, using the Pearson 
oroduct moment technique. The detection and recognition scores 
for the Ss were also correlated. These correlations are in-
dicated belovr in Table III. It can be seen that the method 
employed in this study yielded reliable data. 
TABLE III 
Product Moment Coefficients for Reliability of Responding 
Within S 
Between Ss 
R1J! 
EF 
RM X EF 
Detection 
0.894 
0.973 
0.840 
Recognition 
0.900 
0.937 
0.934 
An additional check on reliability of responding was in-
troduced by using a blank for the smallest contrast increment 
for Size III. Only one S resuonded incorrectly, and with only 
one response for a total of 900 control trials. 
The results of these correlations indicate that the Ss 
were attending primarily to the stimulus conditions, and not 
to the sequences of trials involved. This aopears especially 
so l"hen one considers that only one incorrect resoonse was 
given for the entire number of control trials. Had guessing 
been permitted, the reliability of this method would probably 
have been reduced. 
The Determination of the Detection and Recognition Functions 
The detection functions v1ere obtained by determining the 
percent frequency of detection responses for the five contrast 
increments and then, using the probit technique (24) fitting a 
straight line to these points. These data were also plotted 
on log probability oaoer and no appreciable change in thresh-
old was found. The 50 percent detection threshold values are 
indicated in figures 3 and 4 and are olotted over size and 
increasing oerimeter to area ratio. 
The. recognition functions were established in the same 
manner as for detection, and the 50 percent thresholds are 
indicated in figures 5 and 6. These data, for both detection 
and recognition, were not corrected for guessing. 
Effect of the Experimental Variables on Detection 
Size: Due to the slight shift in edge-gradient with each size 
increase, the effect of size could not be analyzed by analysis 
of variance. However, the effect of size can be deduced from 
figures 3 and 4. It can be seen th~t the threshold decreases 
rapidly at first, and then begins to level off. This finding 
is consistent with previous areal studies, except that the func-
tions oreviously reported became asymptotic at 60 1 of arc for 
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binocular viewing. The slight decrease in threshold beyond 
60 1 in this stuny is no doubt due to the monocular viewing 
through an aperture - a condition known to reduce the inci-
dent illumination level on the retina. 
Shape: Since analysis of thresholds by a variance technique 
may obscure any effect of the slope of the functions, these 
data ""ere analyzed both for threshold effect and for the rate 
of change effect by analysis across the contrast increments. 
Bartlett's test for homogeneity of the variance was carried 
out first on the 50 oercent threshold data and the resultant 
x2• s were not significant. The thresholds were than analyzed 
by analysis of variance and the results are indicated in 
Tables IV-A through VI-B. 
The frequency of response over contrast increments 11<rere 
then analyzed by analysis of variance to determine l~hether the 
slope effects was essentially the same as for the results of 
the threshold analysis. Again the X21 s from Bartlett's test 
on the frequency scores were not significant. However, an 
angular transformation was performed to reduce further the 
oossibility that the variance was a result of chance effects. 
The results of the variance analysis for the resoonses to 
contrast increments are summarized in Tablesvn-A through LX:-B. 
Analysis of variance on the detection thresholds indi-
cates no appreciable effect for shape, exceot in the largest 
size for one S. However, when the results of the analyses of 
variance on the scores across contrast increments are examined 
TABLE IV-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG DE'TECTEiN THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .060 5 .0120 2.10 
Edge .027 2 .0135 2.36 
Remainder .057 10 .0057 
Total .144 17 
TABLE IV-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG DETECTION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .047 5 .0094 1.03 
Edge .054 2 .0270 29.67*** 
Remainder .091 10 .0091 
Total .192 17 
***Significant at the .001 level of confi<'l.ence. 
TABLE V-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG DETECTIJN THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE II, SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .042 5 .0084 2.04 
Eil.ge .120 2 .0600 14.63** 
Remainder .041 10 .0041 
Total • 203 17 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
TABLE V-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG DETECTION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS 
Figure .045 5 .009 
Edge .074 2 .037 
Remainil.er .018 
.!Q .0018 
Total .137 17 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
F 
4.00* 
205.55*** 
TABLE VI-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG DETECTION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .035 5 .0070 4.11* 
Edge ,147 2 .0735 43. 23*** 
Remainder .017 10 .0017 
Total .199 17 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
TABLE VI-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG DETECTION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df F 
Figure .051 5 .010 33,33*** 
En.ge • 216 2 .108 360.00*** 
Remainder ,003 10 ,0003 
Total .270 17 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
TABLE VII-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FHEQ.UENCY OF DETECT I ON RESPONSES 
Source 
Edge 
Figure 
Contrast 
Interaction 
E X F 
EX C 
F XC 
E X F X C 
Total 
SIZE I. 
ss 
900.54 
1178.77 
46178.66 
2868.52 
481.77 
203.54 
2343.61 
52076.10 
SUBJECT: RM 
df 
2 
5 
2 
10 
4 
10 
_gQ 
53 
450.27 
235.71 
23089.33 
286.85 
120.44 
20.35 
117.18 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
F 
3.84* 
111.70*** 
4'7 
TABLE vn-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF DETECTION RESPONSES 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS F 
Edge 1012.19 2 506.09 4.37* 
Figure 522.85 5 104.57 
Contrast 46646.12 2 23323.06 201.20*** 
Interaction 
EX F 1708.87 10 170.88 
E XC 1972.18 4 493,04 4.25* 
F X C 457.82 10 45.78 
EX F XC 2318.00 20 115.90 
Total 54638.03 53 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
TABLE 'VDI-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF DETECTION RESPONSES 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: RM 
So·J.rce ss df MS F 
Edge 6073.94 2 3036.97 288.68*** 
Figure 1773.40 5 354.60 33.70*** 
Contrast 55966.93 3 18655.64 1773.34*** 
Interaction 
EX F 2107.55 10 210.75 20.03*** 
E XC 1656.76 6 276.12 26.24*** 
F X C 1463.18 15 97.54 9.18*** 
EX F XC 315.61 30 10.52 
Total 69357.37 53 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
TABLE VlJE-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF DETECTION HESPONSES 
SIZE II. SPBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS F 
Edge 4514.51 2 2257.26 24.95*** 
Figure 2109.44 5 421.88 4.99*** 
Contrast 39558.74 3 13186.24 152.54*** 
Interaction 
E X F 545.57 10 54.55 
EX C 9478.62 6 1596.43 18.46*** 
F XC 1901.02 15 126.72 
E X F X C 2593.49 30 86,44 
Total 60801.39 53 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
-r.;,.n 
• i f.J 
TABLE .~-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF DETECTION RES.'ONSES 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS F 
Edge 10054.94 2 5027.47 177.64*** 
Figure 2015.14 5 403.02 11.87*** 
Contrast 45590.58 3 15196.86 447.88*** 
Interaction 
E X F 928.65 10 92.86 2.73* 
E XC 5058.61 6 843.10 24. 84*** 
F XC 742.70 15 49.51 
E X F X C 1017.92 30 33,93 
Total 65408.54 53 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
*Significant at the .• 05 level of confidence. 
~51 
TABLE clX-B 
MALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF DETECTION RESPONSES 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS F 
Edge 12353.75 2 6176.87 229.30*** 
Figure 2263.02 5 452.60 16.81*** 
Contrast 41372.91 3 13790.97 512.29*** 
Interaction 
E X F 618.45 10 61.84 2.22* 
EX C 2975.69 6 495.94 18.42*** 
F XC 867.38 15 57.82 2.11* 
E X F X C 807.88 30 26.92 
Total 61259.08 53 
***Significant at the .001 level of confinenc e. 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
(Tables VIE-A through IXi: -B), one can see that while shape is 
not significant for the small size, it is for the two larger 
sizes. The Cross an~ the Irregular figure appear to be con-
tributing the greater part of the shape variance. Kristo-
pherson's (60) data also showed an increase in threshold for 
the Cross. The comparative increase in threshold for the 
Irregular figure may be a result of the unfamiliarity of this 
figure. Furthermore, the high threshold for this figure may 
be due to the lack of subliminal cues, (due to corners, angles, 
etc.) as King et al (53) found their figures were seen cor-
rectly when presented at threshold level, even though the Ss 
believed that they were not doing better than chance perform-
ance. 
Edge-gradient: That edge is an imoortant factor in detection 
cen be seen from the results of the analyses of variance for 
thresholds and for contrast scores. The variance due to the 
edge-gradient change is significant, except for one S in Size 
I. It will be re~alled that at this size level, the amount of 
change which can be manipulated is very small. 
The effect of change in the edge-gradient is not uniform 
for all figures. This can be seen from the fact that most of 
the interactions are highlv significant for the two larger 
sizes (Tables vm-A through IX-B). Thus, any attempt to predict 
edge-gradient effects must take this interaction into consid-
eration. 
The increase in threshold across the' edge cannot be 
adequately explained by the slight reduction in area due to 
the blurring of the edge. For one thing, the threshold for 
size becomes asymptotic at aoproximately 60 1 • Furthe~more, 
the increase in threshold is much greater than would be ore-
dieted from such slight decreases in area. 
The statement by Bartley (4) that, "Whatever depresses or 
destroys the border formation, obliterates the appreciation of 
the brightness a surface would otherwise have". (p. 251), ap-
pears to be supported by this exoeriment. 
The data of Kruithof and Zijl (61) indicated that the 
edge of a 3. 2° circle can be blurred to 7' before contrast of 
the target had to be increased to maintain a threshold re-
soonse. Similarly, the data from Middleton's (65) experiment 
indicates that the gradient between two brightness fields can 
be blurred to 5 1 before the contrast on one has to be increased 
for the S to report them as different. The results of the 
present study indicates that both of the above reports fail to 
provide an explanation of edge effects since they did not re-
veal the relative effect of edge across size. 
Effect of Experimental Variables on Recognition 
Size: The relative change in edge-gradient precluded analysis 
of variance across the size increase. Again, as with detectio~ 
the threshold decreases rapidly at first and then levels off. 
However, the contrast needed for 50 oercent recognition is 
greater than that needed for detection. (Figures 5 and 6.) 
Shape: The threshold data and the rate of change data were 
again analyzed by analysis of variance. 
Bartlett's test indicated the x21 s for threshold and 
rate of change, variance were not significant. 
Analysis of variance for thresholds ('rables . x-.~ through 
:t\tt~' indicate that the figures do not differ significantly, 
exceot in one case (Table .x·~). However, when the analysis 
of variance on the transformed contrast scores (Tables XIII-A 
through XV-B) are examined, the shape variance is seen to be 
highly significant in all cases except one (Table XIII-A). 
It <toes not apoear that the Gestalt conceot of "simplicity" 
based on the perimeter to area ratio is adequate to pre<tict the 
shape effects for these data. The Square and the Triangle ap-
pear to be the most efficient figures, while the Irregular 
figure, Cross and Star are much less effective. 
Edge-gradient: The recognition threshold, as in the case for 
detection, followed the reduction in steepness of the edge-
gradient with a systematic increase in threshold. This is 
borne out by both analyses of variance, for in all cases the 
edge effect was significant, usually at the 0.001 level. A 
glance at figures through indicates that the effect of de-
crease in edge sharpness on the contrast threshold is slightly 
more pronounced than for detection. Also, as in detection, 
the Cross and the Irregular figure appear to contribute the 
main portion of the variance attributable to shape. 
Recently Day (19) attempted to exolain form perception on 
.54 
TABLE X•A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG RECOGNITION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .395 5 .079 3.06 
Eclge • 232 2 .116 4.49* 
Remainder • 258 10 .0258 
Total • 885 17 
*Significant at the • 05 level of confidence • 
TABLF. ·X-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG RECOGNITION TH:C:ESHOLD DATA 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .331 5 .066 23. 57*** 
Edge .346 2 .173 61.78*** 
Remaincler .028 10 .0028 
Total .705 17 
***Significant at the .001 level of confi<lence. 
TABLE . XI-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG RECOGNITION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .193 5 .038 4.17* 
Edge .331 2 .165 18.15*** 
Remainder .091 10 .0091 
Total .615 17 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
TABLE . XI -.b 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG RECOGNITION 'l'HRE"HOLD DATA 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS F 
Figure .096 5 .019 1.03 
E<l.ge ,384 2 .192 10.65** 
Remainder .184 10 .0184 
Total .664 17 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
TABLE :UI!IA 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG iiECOGNITION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MB F 
Figure .060 5 .012 2.50 
Edge .429 2 0 214 42. 50*** 
Remainder .048 10 .0048 
Total .537 17 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
TABLE XU-.• B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG RECOGNITION THRESHOLD DATA 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MB F 
Figure .098 5 .0196 1.24 
Edge .462 2 .231 14.71** 
Remainder .157 10 .0157 
Total .717 17 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
Source 
Edge 
Figure 
TABLE XIII-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF COK ECT 
RECOGNITION RESPONSES 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: RM 
ss df MS 
1698.74 2 849.37 
398.07 5 65.61 
F 
15.92*** 
Contrast 20566.09 2 10283.04 192.85*** 
Interaction 
E X F 4694.73 10 469.47 8.80*** 
E X C 1599.19 4 399,79 7 .49*** 
F XC 4703.30 10 470.03 8.81*** 
E X F XC 1066.52 20 53.32 
Total 34656.64 53 
***Significant at .001 level of confiilence. 
TABLE XIII-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FRE~UENCY OF CORRECT 
RECOGNITION RESPONSES 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS 
Edge 1842.67 2 921.33 
Figure 2049.15 5 409.83 
Contrast 22232.51 2 11116.25 
Interaction 
E X F 1750.29 10 175.02 
E XC 1503.82 4 375.95 
F XC 878.19 10 87.19 
E X F XC 805.91 gQ 40.29 
Total 31062.54 53 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
F 
22.68*** 
10.17*** 
275. 90*** 
4.34** 
9.33*** 
2.16* 
TABLE XIV-A 
ANALYSIS OF VAIUANCE OF FREQUENCY OF CORRECT 
RECOGNITION RESPONSES 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df Mi 
Edge 10054.94 2 5027.47 
Figure 2991.18 5 598.23 
Contrast 42487.10 3 14162.36 
Interaction 
E X F 1175.30 10 117.53 
E XC 2283.14 6 380.52 
F XC 232.62 15 15.50 
E X F XC 2400.98 30 30.03 
Total 62574.11 53 
***Significant at .001 level of confidence. 
**Significant at .01 level of confidence. 
F 
62. 81*** 
7.47*** 
176.96*** 
4.75** 
TABLE XI V-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF CORRECT 
RECOGNITION RESPONSES 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: EF 
Source ss df MS 
Edge 10142.93 2 5071.46 
Figure 2?31.18 5 546.23 
Contrast 3?771.13 3 12590.3? 
Interaction 
E X F 624.87 10 62.48 
EX C 176.05 6 19.34 
F XC 1358.15 15 90.54 
EX F X C 3225.69 30 107.52 
Total 56030.00 53 
***Significant at the .001 level of confidence. 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
F 
4? .16*** 
5.08** 
117.09*** 
TABLE XV-A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF CORRECT 
RECOGNITION RESPONSES 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: RM 
Source ss df MS 
Edge 19641.72 2 9820.86 
Figure 4081.91 5 816.36 
Contrast 32478.68 3 10826.22 
Interaction 
E X F 620.00 10 62.00 
EX C 1032.71 6 172.11 
F X C 428.29 15 28.55 
EX F XC 1373.67 30 45.78 
Total 59656.98 53 
*"*Significant at .001 level of confi<'lence. 
**Significant at .01 level of confidence. 
F 
214.52*** 
17 .83*** 
236.48*** 
3.75** 
Source 
Edge 
Figure 
TABLE XV-B 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY OF CO!ffiECT 
RECOGNITION RESPONSES 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: EF 
ss df MS 
19498.79 2 9749.39 
4152.04 5 830,40 
F 
93.40*** 
7.95*** 
Contrast 36481.72 3 12160.57 116.49*** 
Interaction 
E X F 656.72 10 65.67 
E XC 3199.16 6 533.19 5.10*** 
F XC 861.26 15 57.41 
E X F X C 3131.60 30 104.38 
Total 67981.29 53 
***Significant at ,001 level of confidence. 
the basis of t~e statistical theory of Marshall and Talbot. 
Day's account, however, is ina<l.equate since forms can be rec-
ognized belo•·• the temooral level of 10 millisec. '''here nystag-
mic scan is of practically zero frequency. For example, Hart-
line (43) has shown that a brief flash of light, if bright 
enough, Clill maintain the frequency of imoulses in the optic 
nerve tract at a high amplitude for nearly 60 sec. Further-
more, it is difficult to exolain how scanning an edge as wine 
as some used in this study (20 1 ) coulli generate a "ridge of 
excitation" about such a blurred contour. An energy rate rUs-
criminat ion resoonse arroears more olausable in the light of 
the known nata. 
The Relation of Detection to Recognition 
Examination of Tables X-A through XV-B indicate that in-
teraction effects are a function of size. For <l.etection, in-
teraction is least for the small size ann then increases over 
the other two sizes. For recognition, this relationship is 
reversed. The interaction effect is greatest for the small 
size ann falls to a low level for the other two sizes. The 
above indicates a qualitative difference between the two pro-
cesses - a nifference ''•hich must be considered in any theoret-
ical attemot to predict recognition performance from detection 
data. 
Effects of this interaction are brought out further by an 
evaluation of resoonse categories utilized, (Tables XVI-A 
TABlE XVI-A 
RESPONSE FREQUENCY TO E..IJ.CH STIMULUS CATEGORY 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: RM 
Stimulus Irreg. 
Slide Circle Figure Square Triangle Cross Star Diamond Dot Yes No Total 
111 42 3 9 1 - - - - 20 50 125 112 38 1 6 1 - 2 - - 18 59 125 
113 19 
-
15 
-
3 
- - -
2:7 61 125 
121 
-
58 
- -
1 2 
- -
18 49 125 
122 
- 54 1 3 2 2 - - 13 50 125 
123 2 52 
- - - - - -
25 46 125 
131 1 1 46 2 1 1 - - 17 56 125 
132 6 - 48 1 - - - - 22 48 125 
133 2 
-
23 
-
1 1 
- - 34 64 125 
141 1 2 - 60 - - - - 12 50 125 
142 
- 5 - 53 1 3 - - 8 55 125 
143 - 1 1 32 6 - - - 17 68 125 151 
- -
1 
-
52 2 
- -
13 57 125 
152 
-
- - -
53 2 
- -
13 57 125 
153 1 
- -
1 26 5 - - 22 70 125 
161 
- - -
1 24 26 - - 10 64 125 
162 
- -
1 1 29 28 
- -
6 60 125 
163 
- - - - .....2it .l:2 - - _Yz~ ..lli 
- - - - - -
P.2 177 151 156 233 93 0 0 306 1022 2250 
' 
""" 
, .. 
"' 
TABLE XVI-B 
RESPONSE FREQUENCY TO EACH STIMULUS CATEGORY 
SIZE I. SUBJECT: EF 
Stimulus Irreg. 
Slide Circle Figure Square Triangle Cross Star Diamond 
lll 48 
-
11 
- - - -112 39 - 4 - - - -113 33 - 17 - 1 - -121 2 50 
- - - - -
122 3 43 - - - 2 -
123 9 45 2 - - - -131 9 
-
57 1 1 
- -
132 9 - 56 - - 1 -133 12 1 27 
-
1 - -
141 3 - - 63 - - -
142 5 - 1 49 - - -
143 6 - 3 35 - 1 -
151 1 
- -
2 40 2 4 
152 g - l - 43 2 -153 5 - 1 - 23 5 2 
161 2 
-
1 l 11 35 
-162 1 
-
1 
-
17 2S 2 
163 ~ - - - 28 .11 ..:£ 
- - -
201 139 172 151 165 S9 10 
Dot Yes No 
-
15 51 
-
17 65 
-
17 57 
-
16 57 
-
18 59 
1 17 51 
- 9 48 
- 14 45 
- 14 70 
- 9 50 
-
18 52 
-
12 68 
1 20 55 
-
13 5S 
-
16 73 
-
13 62 
-
15 61 
..1 ..2J ___2g 
3 276 1034 
Total 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
..11.2. 
2250 
....... 
..,, 
Jl 
TABlE XVII-A 
RESPONSE FREQUENCY TO EACH STIMULUS CATEGORY 
SIZE II. SUBJECT: RM 
Stimulus Irreg. 
Slide Circle Figure Square Triangle Cross Star Dia'llond 
2ll 81 
- - -
l 
- -212 63 
- - - - - -213 50 
-
l l 
-
2 
-221 
- 64 2 - - - -
222 
-
50 
- - - - -223 
-
38 l 
- - - -231 l 
-
76 4 1 - -
232 3 - 67 1 - - -233 11 
-
36 
- - - -
241 - - - 86 1 - -
242 - - - 81 - - -
243 
- - -
49 l - -
251 
- -
l 
-
63 4 
-252 
-
2 
-
l 60 1 
-
253 
-
1 
-
2 31 13 
-261 
- - - -
6 70 
-
262 1 2 
-
3 7 67 -
263 
- ......! - - _.2 ~ -
- - - -
210 158 184 228 180 187 0 
Dot Yes No 
-
l 42 
-
1 6l 
-
10 61 
-
6 53 
-
2 73 
-
12 74 
-
2 41 
-
5 49 
-
8 70 
-
2 36 
- - 44 
- 5 70 
-
6 51 
- 4 57 
-
7 71 
- 3 46 
-
3 42 
- ...12 ---12 
-
0 87 1009 
Total 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
...ill: 
2250 
r 
0': 
".} 
TABlE XVII-B 
RESPONSE FREQUENCY TO EACH STIMULUS CATEGORY 
SIZE II. SUBJECT 1 EF 
Stillllllus Irreg. 
Slide Circle Figure Square Triangle Cross Star Diamond 
211 70 
- 5 2 - - -212 69 
-
2 1 l 
- -
213 48 
- 3 l - - -
22l 
-
62 
- - - - -222 
- 54 - - 2 1 l 
223 3 39 l 
-
l 
- -231 l 
-
90 
- - - -232 1 
-
78 l 
- - -
233 5 - 51 2 - - -
241 - - - 85 - - -242 1 l 
- 74 - - -
243 
- - - 54 - - -
251 
- - -
l 78 4 -
252 
- -
l 
-
72 2 
-
253 l 
-
l 1 33 6 4 
261 
- -
l 
- 4 73 -262 
-
1 
-
1 5 77 -
263 
- - - -
_.2. 
..Il ....! 
- - - -
199 157 233 223 203 200 5 
Dot Yes No 
-
7 41 
- 9 4.3 
-
18 55 
-
10 53 
-
6 61 
-
12 69 
- 5 29 
-
10 35 
-
ll 56 
-
2 38 
-
6 43 
- 13 58 
- 5 37 
-
8 42 
-
15 64 
- 4 43 
-
2 39 
-
..1.Q ___lQ 
-
0 153 876 
Total 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
..lli 
2250 
I 
:n 
~ 
TABLE XVIII-A 
RESPONSE FREQUENCY TO EACH STIMULUS CATEGORY 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: RM 
Stimulus Irreg. 
Slide Cirale Figure Square Triangle Cross Star Diamond Dot Yes No Total 
3ll 75 
- - - - - - - -
50 125 
312 59 1 1 1 
- - - -
2 61 125 
313 30 
- 3 - - - - - 9 83 125 321 2 42 - - - - - - 10 71 125 322 3 37 
- - - - - -
2 83 125 
323 3 9 1 1 5 - - - 8 98 125 
331 - - 67 4 - - - - 1 53 125 
332 1 1 64 2 - - - - 2 55 125 
333 13 - 15 2 - - - - 6 89 125 
341 - 1 - 73 1 - - - - 50 125 
342 - - - 58 - 1 - - 1 65 125 
343 
- - -
26 
-
1 
- - 3 95 125 
351 
- - - -
56 1 
- - 3 61 125 
352 1 - - - 46 1 - - 4 73 125 
353 - - - 1 11 13 - - 9 91 125 361 
- - - -
1 69 
- - - 55 125 
362 
- - - -
4 56 - - 1 64 125 
363 
- - -
__l ~ _g - - _j_ _.22 ~ 
- - - - -
l!l7 89 151 170 128 156 0 0 67 1292 2250 
' 7'l 
:;J 
TABU: X.VIII-B 
RESPONSE FREQUENCY TO EACH STIMULUS CATEGORY 
SIZE III. SUBJECT: EF 
Stimulus Irreg. 
Slide Circle Figure Square Triangle Cross Star Diamond 
311 61 
-
1 
- - - -
312 49 
-
1 
- - - -313 23 
- 4 - - - -321 
-
48 ,. 1 
- - -322 
-
27 
- - - - -323 1 4 1 - - - -
331 
- -
69 
- - - -332 
- -
60 
- - - -
333 4 - 23 - 1 - -
341 - - - 70 - - -
342 
- - -
57 
- - -
343 1 - - 26 - - -351 
- -
2 
-
64 3 -
352 1 
- - -
47 2 1 
353 2 - - - 8 6 1 361 
- - - -
1 70 
-
362 
- -
1 
-
3 53 -
363 
- - - - ..J. 2Q -
- - - - -
142 79 162 154 128 154 2 
Dot Yes No 
-
2 61 
- 9 66 
-
8 90 
-
8 68 
-
7 91 
-
13 106 
- 3 53 
-
2 63 
-
5 92 
-
2 53 
- 3 65 
- -
98 
- 3 53 
.. 7 67 
- 14 94 
-
2 52 
-
1 67 
- J --22 
-
0 97 1332 
Total 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
125 
__!g2 
2 250 
--1 
0 
through XVIII-B). For size I, both Ss reGorted "nothing" and 
"yes 11 '"i th almost equal frequencies. There were individual 
differences for figures, between the Ss, but the over all 
trends were quite similar. For example, both Ss reoorted Cir-
cles as "Squares" about as often as Squares "'ere called "Cir-
cles". The same holds essentially for all sizes except for 
the extreme blurred Square. This figure was called "Circular" 
a slightly greater number of times - an outcome which is not 
surprising for stimuli with blurred contours. The Star tended 
to be confused with the Cross more often than t:he Cross with 
the Star. Asir'l.e from the.se two conditions the figures are 
essentially independent, in that, for the two larger sizes 
especially, few incorrect resoonse categories were useii, and 
the frequency of the 11 yes 11 response falls to a much lower level 
than for size!. The resoonse to form appears to be indepeniient 
of well defined contours in that correct categories were us-
ually assigneii when any discrimination was made. This seems to 
support Gibson's (34) position that the explanation of form 
Perception requires a theory.of how symbols are comprehen<l.ed 
and utilized. In the present st.udy, the correct category was 
reoorted even when cues from the edge were at a minimum. 
The Prediction of Recognition Thresholds from Detection Data 
The contrasts yielding thresholds of 50, 75 and 95 percent 
detection (as determined from the detection function) were fit-
ted to the recognition functions and the predicted frequencies 
of recognition recoriied. These relationships are :Jresented 1n 
Tables XIX-A anii XIX-B. It is aouarent that the 50 percent 
thresholds for size I will preiiict low recognition performance. 
However, r·rhen we turn to size III the recognition level has 
rapiiily approacheii that for detection. Thus, it appears that 
as size increases, recognition perfor-mance rapidly approaches 
detection performance as a limit. 
Implications for Further Research 
The approach of this stuiiy in manipulating stimulus for 
contour across size anii shaoe of the target has implications 
for the following areas of research. 
(l) At the physiological level there is a need to deter-
mine the relationship of edge-gradient change to the On/Off 
mechanism of the retina. 
(2) Since form discrimination in lower animals has not 
been systematically manipulated, comparative studies in this 
area might prove relevant for comprehensive visual theory. 
(3) The role of the edge-graiiient would be CY'itical for 
any account of the phenomena of figural after-effects. There 
is therefore a need to delineate whether contour is a rele-
vant variable for establishing after-effects (Kohler and 
Wallack). 
(4) In particular, studies are needed in which the area of 
the target is systematically impoverished in order to determine 
if discrimination is based on edge factors or on some eiige-area 
combination. 
TABlE XIX-A 
RECOONITION EFFICIE!!CY PREDICTED FROM 50, 75 and 95 PERCENT DETECTION THRESHOLDS 
SUBJECT: RM 
SIZE I. SIZE II. SIZE III. 
Stimulus 
Slide Rd 50 Rd 75 Rd 95 ~50 ~ 75 ~ 95 Rei 50 ~ 75 Rei 95 
ll* 3.0 8.0 18.0 31.0 50.0 71.0 50.0 72.0 95.0 
12 o.o 0.4 2.5 31.0 61.0 93.0 43.0 54.0 74.0 
13 0.5 0.2 1.0 4o0 10.0 22.0 19.0 30.0 54.0 
21 24.0 26.0 44.0 29.0 43.0 68.0 24o0 54.0 91.0 
22 15.0 20.0 26.0 15.0 36.0 66.0 20.0 58.0 93.0 
23 8.0 13.0 26.0 14.0 34.0 64.0 1.4 10.0 40.0 
31 1.5 4o0 17.0 32.0 49.0 64.0 36.0 70.0 92.0 
32 0.3 0.9 7.0 20.0 40.0 66.0 40.0 46.0 54.0 
33 0.8 1.2 3.0 5.0 13.0 39.0 2.0 5.0 16.0 
41 13.0 22.0 64.0 42o0 54.0 74.0 48.0 72.0 95.0 
42 1.6 4·0 7.0 48.0 70.0 95.0 50.0 74.0 95.0 
43 3.5 9.0 2.5 34.0 62.0 87.0 21.0 56.0 90.0 
51 16.0 30.0 56.0 3.0 15.0 52.0 38.0 50.0 62.0 
52 13.0 20.0 30.0 20.0 34.0 55.0 24.0 38.0 70.0 
53 1.0 2.0 5.5 5.0 20.0 48.0 0.9 2.5 ll.O 
61 1.8 3.0 7.0 18.0 26.0 38.0 49.0 72.0 95.0 
62 s.o 14.0 16.0 15.0 22.0 34.0 35.0 50.0 74.0 
63 7.0 10.0 19.0 0.4 1.6 7.0 10.0 36.0 84.0 
*Code: circle, Edge I. 
~ 
~ 
TABU: XIX-B 
RECOONITION EFFICIENCY PREDICTED FROM 50, 75 and 95 PERCENT DETECTION THRESHOIDS 
SUBJECT: EF 
SIZE I, SIZE II. SIZE III. 
Stimulus 
Slide Rd 50 %75 Rd 95 %. 50 %75 %. 95 1\i 50 1\i 75 1\i 95 
11* 4·5 11,0 26.0 22.0 50.0 88,0 46.0 71.0 93.0 
12 o.o o.o 2.5 22.0 54.0 88.0 34.0 65.0 92.0 
13 o.o 0.2 1.0 4.0 10,0 24.0 28,0 44.0 70.0 
21 14.0 31,0 70.0 20.0 50.0 80,0 22.0 50.0 89,0 
22 0.7 2.0 8,0 31.0 56.0 90.0 20.0 60.0 92.0 
23 1.0 6.5 66.0 1.3 6.0 30.0 5.0 20,0 60.0 
31 0.3 1.0 4.0 36.0 50.0 67,0 46.0 71.0 94.0 
32 5.5 10,0 20.0 32.0 45.0 66.0 50.0 72.0 95.0 
33 0,1 0.3 1.2 13.0 23.0 34.0 20.0 46.0 88.0 
41 14.0 40.0 86.0 46.0 75.0 95.0 44·0 74.0 93.0 
42 0.3 1,6 10,0 47.0 66,0 94.0 44·0 72.0 94.0 
43 1.2 4·0 10.0 12,0 62,0 92.0 40,0 70,0 92.0 
51 2.0 12.0 30,0 46.0 70,0 94.0 28.0 58.0 86.0 
52 1.6 4.0 20.0 20,0 33.0 54.0 32.0 46.0 70,0 
53 6,0 13.0 27 .o 12.0 20,0 36.0 2.5 8,0 33.0 
61 0.4 2.5 8.0 32.0 44.0 62,0 36.0 70.0 94.0 
62 0.3 2.0 12.0 34.0 52,0 70,0 30.0 50.0 74.0 
63 1.2 J,O 7.0 12.0 17.0 25.0 a.o 15.0 34.0 
*Code: circle, Edge I, 
t 
~ 
~ 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Size, shaoe anQ edge-gradient of a visual stimulus are 
kno~ to affect both detection and recognition. 
Problem: This investigation was designed: First, to determine 
the effects of stimulus size, shape and edge-gradient on de-
tection and recognition. Previously the affects of these var-
iables were determined independently. Second, to determine 
whether recognition efficiency can be oredicted from detection 
thresholds. 
The brightness contrast thresholds for tmo Ss were de-
termine<l. for figures varying in their pe,~imeter to area ratio. 
The figures, Circle, Irregular figure, Square, Triangle, Cross 
and Star V'ere presented over three foveal sizes and three edge-
gradient conditions for each size ran;;e. 
The Findings: 
I. Detection: 
(l)Size. Increase in size decreases threshold at a de-
creasing rate. 
(2)Shape. The stimulus shaoe did not affect <l.etection 
thresholds for the smallest size targets. However, for the 
two larger sizes, stimulus shape does influence the detection 
threshold. 
(3)Edge-gradient. Decreases in the steepness of the 
edge-gradient were systematically associated with increases 
in the detection thresholds. 
II. Recognition: 
(l)Size. Increase in stimulus size increases the fre-
quency of co;orect recognition responses. 
( 2) Shape. The sha.Je of the st irnulus han a significant 
effect on the recognition threshold. The Irregular figure and 
the Cross had higher thresholds in general, than did the Circl~ 
Square, Triangle, and S tar. Few 11 circle 11 responses were given 
to non-circular forms. This latter finding is contrary to pre-
dictions from the Gestalt theory. Predictions based on such 
physical parameters as area, amount of ;Jerimeter, of oerimeter 
to area ratio could not adequately predict the present finding& 
(3)Edge-gradient. A decrease in the steepness of the edge-
gradient systematically increased the threshold for recognitiom. 
This increase was slightly more pronounced than found for de-
tection. The use of incorrect response categories din not in~ 
crease appreciably as the steepness of the edge-gradient de-
creased. In fact, the Sa stopped responning altogether to the 
very blurred figures. 
III .. Detection versus Recognition: 
(l)A size of a stimulus increases, recognition thresholds 
regress on the detection threshold as a limit. 
(2)The familiarity of stimulus forms appears to affect 
both netection and reco 6nition functions. Non-familiar forms, 
eg, irregular shape, had higher thresholds than nid figures 
like the Circle and Square. 
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The basic response of the visual mechanism is the dis• 
crimination of changes in luminous intel"sity in the visual 
world. This discrimination consists of (1) detecting the 
presence of a signal, and (2J assigning this signal to a cat-
egory which has definitive class properties (recognition). 
Detection; In the attempt to establish the characteristics 
of the stimulus for the detection response, amount of area 
and amount of edge of the object, have been advanced as de-
tennining factors. One group of investigators propose that 
as area is increased, the detection threshold will decrease 
systematically end that this response is independent of the 
shape of the object. These investigators have favored a 
view that as stimulus size increases a larger number of ret-
inal receptors are fired and accordingly the detection 
threshold is reduced. 
On the other hand, other investigators hold that the 
detection response is dependent upon the amount of edge or 
perimeter of the object. These investigators, however, are 
divided into two theoretical groups. One group proposes 
that the contrast disparity at tile edge active-tea the post-
retinal 1'18ural mechanism and that differential stimulation 
of a row of receptors will account for brightness discrimi· 
nation. The other group has advanced the theory that bright-
ness discrimination results from the retinal scanning assoc-
iated with eye-movements. 
1 
Certain critic isms and. gape in our knowled.ge prevent 
the choice of any single theory at this time. For example, 
the scanning theory is inad.equate since stud.ies have shown 
that the d.etection response can occur at temporal intervals 
so small that the frequency of scanning movement is essea~ 
tially zero. Similarly, the area explanation is d.eficient 
in that d.etection thre shold.s d.if fer for st :!mul1 equal in area 
but varying in shape. l!'inally, the lack of information on 
the relationship between changes in the ed.ge-grad.ient and. the 
d.etection threshold leaves the ad.equacy of the second. theory 
und.eterm1ned.. 
!ecogpitiop; Gestalt theory would pred.ict that the threshold. 
for form will increase as the ratio of perilllEiter to area in-
creases, providing area is constant. ~cord.ingly, the circle 
is regard.ed as the simplist figure and should have the lowest 
detection and recognition threshold.s. 
In contrast to this approach, the data from otntr stud.ies 
ind.icate that the role of shape is not clear. .l!'or example, 
other figures, such as the square and the triangle have been 
discriminated more readily than the circle. l"urthermore, 
any theory of shape discrimination must specify the role ot 
shaps size in recognition. In this respect little syste-
matic emperical information is available. 
Whatever the theoretical position investigators have 
ad.opted, all agree that tbe contour of a figure is the "cue" 
2 
-: ·~·,.·~~~ ~ ~ ·~ 
·'or •in:f'ormation• carrier :f'or shape identi:f'ication. .l:iowever. 
~ "' 
variations in tba contour-gradient have not been systematic-
ally studied and at the present t:lme the precise relationship 
between Q)ntour and recognition is uncertain. 
'rhe relat1!iln oL~tection to "eoognit1onl 'rhe relationsl:.ip 
between recognition and detection has received little ex-
perimental attention. Nevertheless, it is apparent that a 
comprehensive account o:f' :f'orm recognition must include some 
statement of the relationst.d.p of recognition to detection. 
For one thing, what is tba relative contribution of such var-
iables as area, and edge-graciiel'1t to recognition as opp)sed 
to detectiont Furt~rmore, can detection measures be util-
ized to predict recognition performancet 
froblem; The investigation was designed to determine the 
e:f'fects of sia, shape and edge-gradient on detection and 
recognition. In addition, this study sought to determine 
whether recogrition performance could be predicted from de-
tection thresholds. 
Method: A modified metbod of Single Stimuli was used to de-
termine the brightness contrast thresholds for !igurea,vary-
ing in their perimeter to area ratio. The figures, Circle, 
Irregular Shape, Square, Triangle, Cross, and Star, were 
presented over three foveal sizes and tl1ree edge-gradient 
conditions for each si~ range. The gradients were con-
structed by photographing the :f'igures through various 
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apertures placed in front or a camera lens. This procedure 
produced across the edge of the figures sigmoid-shaped grad-
ients of different slopes. 
Two young adults, witn 20/20 acuity and no astigmatism, 
served as Sa. Viewing was done under daylight adaptation 
with ambiel'1t illumination C01'1trolled by enclosing the S's 
head and shoulders witr,in a frame covered by a photographer's 
hood. The stimuli were presented in the center of four small 
orientation dots on a 21° background field (illuminated at 3 
millilemberts). The Sa used their dominant eye and viewed 
the stimuli through a 2mm aperture. 
The 54 stimulus combinations of target size, sr~pe ana 
edge-gradient were ordered in a random sequence, and the con-
trast incremer1ts assigned randomly to eacr. condition. Seven 
preliminary lists were presented to familiarize th:i S with 
the experimental task. The Sa were asked (a)to report a 
change il" stimulus conditions and (b)to identify trlis change 
without guessir1g. ~ally morning sessions were run, with an 
occasional afternoon session, until 25 replications tor each 
condition were obtained. A total of 6750 responses was ob-
tained from each S after preliminary training. 
The Findint51; 
I. Detection: 
(1) Size. Increase in size of the stimulus decreases 
the threshold or detection at a decreasing rate. 
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(lil) Shape. 'rhe stimulus shape did not affect detection 
thresholds for the smallest size targets. However, for the 
two larger sizes, stimulus shape does influence the detection 
threshold in that the Irregular Shape and the Cross have, in 
general, higher thresholds. 
(3) Kdge-gradient. Decreases in the steepness of the 
edge-gradient were systematically associo.ted with increases 
in the detection thresholds. 
II. Recognition: 
( l) Size. Increase in the stimulus size increases the 
frequency of' correct recognition responses. 
(lil) Shape, 'rhe shape of the st:lmulus had a significant 
effect on the recognition threshold. 'rl:le Irregular Shape 
and the Cross had higher thresholds in general, than did the 
Circle, Square, Triangle, and the Star. Few •circle• re-
~ ~ 
sponses were given to non-circular forms. 'rl:lis later finding 
is contrary to predictions from Gestalt theory. Further-
more, prediCtions based on such physical parameters as, area, 
amount of perimeter, and of perimeter to area ratio, could 
not adequately predict the present findings. 
(3) Kdge-gradient. A decrease in the steepness of the 
edge-gradient systematically increased the threshold for rec-
ognition. The use of' incorrect response categories did not 
increase appreciably as the steepness of the edge-gradient 
decreased. In fact, Sa stopped responding altogether to the 
very blurred figures except at the brightest contrast incre-
ment. 
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III. The relation between Detection and Becognition: 
(l) As size of a stimulus increases, recognition thresh-
olds regress at a negatively clecre~;sing rate on the detection 
thresholds as a limit. 
(2) The recognition thresholds were slightly more af-
fected (higher) by edge-gradient changes t11an were the de-
tection tl1resholds. 
(~) The threshold ranking for shape was essentially the 
same for both detection and recognition. Figures with lower 
detection thresholds, bad lower recognition thresholds. 
(4) The familiarity of stimulus forms appears to affect 
both detection and reoognition.functions. Non-familiar form~ 
e.g., Irregular Shape, had higher tl1resbolds than did figures 
like the Triangle and Square. 
IV. ImplicatiOns for Further Research: 
The approach of this study in manipulating tl1e stimulus 
for contour across size and shape of tl1e target has 1mplica• . 
tiona for the following areas of research: 
(1) Studies are needed in which the area of the target 
is systematically imPoverished in order to determine if dis-
crimination is based on ed~ factors or on some edge-area 
combination. 
(2) At the physiological level there is a need to deter-
mine t11e relationship of edge-gradient change to the On/Off 
mechanism of the retina. 
6 
(3) Form discrimination in lower animals has not been 
systematically studied. The experimental stimuli of the 
present study would permit comparative investigation which 
might prove relevant tor a comprehensive visual theory. 
(4) On the basis o! tbe present results, it would ap-
pear that edge-gradient would be critical !or any account 
of the phenomena of figural after-effects. There is a need 
to determine whether contour is a relevant variable for pro-
ducing after-e!fecta (Kohler and iallack). 
7 
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